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THE AARS MEMO & BULLET POINTS

The AARS Memo and Bullet Points Facilitates Justice for
Blacks, and Reconciliation with all Nations and Races

Recruiting Potential Allies to Endorse and Support
6-11-22
the African-American Reparations/Sovereignty (AARS) Global Black Reparations Plan
AARS Memo:
The AARS Plan is a complete and comprehensive plan. It has ideas and suggestions from our great
Black scholars of the past and present. It includes processes, programs, and services to get
emergency monetary relief, repair colossal damage, solve lingering and mounting problems, and
to create a new line of thinking in Blacks. To learn and know they have earned, and are entitled
to their own sovereign land, right here in America, as indigenous people, with indigenous rights.
That enables Blacks to build their own new, elite, and safe repatriated and sovereign cities, form
their own government, write their own laws, and control all affairs, companies, institutions, and
systems on their land. In an attempt to diminish and override the sell outs, and unite genuine
reparations activists, then the entire Black Family, we will use AARS as the base reparations plan,
then we add all other good ideas from all good people, to repair damage, or to benefit the masses.
The AAIU and their allies are forming the AARS Congress as a power base to implement AARS.
They need people who have a history of helping Blacks, people who gave input on AARS, people
with good reparations plans and ideas, and people protesting inequality and unjust police terrorism,
and killings. We will get good people from different races, and professions, and they must have a
good understand of spirituality, reparations, diplomacy, law, and politics. So, the AARS Congress
will represent a strong leadership core for African-Americans, and Black people at home & abroad.
AARS Bullet Points:
1. Giving Honor to God, and praying for special help to unify Blacks, and get justice via AARS.
⃰ 2. The strongest part of AARS is we Generate our own Reparations Wealth from Seed Funds
(SF), from the government, other guilty groups, those with compassion for Blacks, and rich Blacks.
3. That is why AARS is by far the best reparations plan. All other plans require waiting, begging,
or filing lawsuits, that we may never win. With AARS we get SF and generate wealth right now.
4. AARS provides great debt relief for the government, and the other guilty groups, who owe
reparations, because they are all guilty of crimes against humanity, including mass murders,
disconnecting cultures and families & benefitting from colonialism & slavery. In AARS they get
this great debt relief by donating $5B in SF, instead of giving the $2T, $20T, or $50T they owe!
5. AARS provides great relief for Blacks by providing emergency monetary relief on 12-1-22.
6. AARS includes spiritual, cultural, family, and social programs and services, to repair Blacks
back to their peaceful and progressive status they were in, prior to colonialism and slavery.
7. AARS includes programs and land negotiations to build safe repatriated and sovereign cities
right here in America, regain control of Africa, and rebuild the infrastructure there and globally.
8. AARS has programs and services to reconnect Blacks with their mother and homeland (Africa),
their spiritual beginnings, their global and extended family, and traditional culture, and customs.

9. AARS offers preparation to receive reparations programs to help Blacks get in top mental and
physical shape to receive reparations, so that we don’t squander them, to make sure we use them
most efficiently, set us on the right path for healing and recovering, and to guarantee our future
with provisions for safety and success.
10. AARS offers financial services and career-oriented programs to offer Blacks guidance and
stability in finances, to assist them in choosing a career, and to establish high retention job rates.
11. AARS explains and enhances the 3 Models of Reparations, to take care of all 50M Blacks in
the U.S., then all Blacks globally, (1) Improving Integration, with AARS Congressional case
studies, and dialogue, (2) Expanding Repatriation, with approval from our extended family
members where we choose to go, and with ample resources to rebuild the infrastructure, and build
elite and safe repatriated cities, and (3) Creating Sovereignty, for Blacks to develop a new line
of thinking; to know they are entitled to their own land right here in America, if they claim an
injured and indigenous status by name, (Indigenous African-American), via their Plebiscite Vote.
12. The AARS Plebiscite Vote (PV): serves to let everyone know Blacks are indigenous to this
land, as distinct relatives of the great ancient African Olmecs, who were here first, building and
moving civilizations, not American Indians or Mesopotamian Mexicans. The PV functions to
finish the Civil Rights Movement, when Blacks were forced to integrate. The PV offers Blacks a
chance to choose which model they prefer for residence, instead of being forced into integration.
13. The government should stipulate that this repatriated and sovereign land can never be taken
away from Blacks; for eminent domain, any necessity, or any other reason that they ever conceive!
14. The AARS Black History Month up to Juneteenth Project, which we are engaging in now, is
circulating, reading, and discussing AARS with all Blacks for the whole month of April. By May
1st, most Blacks should realize that AARS is their best reparations plan by far, because we generate
reparations wealth. This will prepare us to start a Massive Civil Rights, National and International,
Reparations Movement, for AARS on Monday 5-2-22, and for the whole month of May, to get the
U.S. government to ratify AARS by Juneteenth. Then take our PV & continue movement if needed.
15. AARS prevents reparations opponents and their sell outs from trying to set criteria for Blacks
to receive reparations. Ridiculous, all Blacks identified as Black on their birth certificates qualify.
16. Opponents and their sell outs even have the nerve to say Blacks can only claim reparations for
the last 400 years. Ridiculous, Africa was invaded in 332 BC! That is more than 2000 years ago!!
17. Opponents and their sell outs are now even saying Blacks have to prove they are a descendant
of slaves to qualify for reparations. Ridiculous, all Blacks get reparations based on racial profiling.
18. When discussing reparations most people are only concerned about the money. AARS provides
that emergency monetary relief, with programs and services to heal, repair, recover, and transform.
19. To expose true Black History to prove Africa is the home of humanity, and Blacks are the
original people, so all people, and especially the corrupt police and white supremacists, can start
giving them respect, or at least tolerate them as human beings, and to stop the daily unnecessary
harassment and unjust cycles of killing, their innocent and unarmed beautiful Black people.

20. The AAIU also list 30 reasons for Blacks to claim reparations on section 5 article 5 of their
website; https://aaiuendracsim.org Then see https://www.nairaland.com/2971359/shockingpictures-slavery-never-seen to see brutal enslaver tactics causing severe and in-depth emotional
trauma proving reparations are way past overdue! After you read those 30 reasons, see the tactics,
and read this AARS info, you will know why Blacks should have gotten reparations right after
slavery! and there is no way, that any others should have ever received reparations, before Africa,
and all Black people!! Note: damage, death, and destruction amassed is from 407 B.C. plotting, to
2021 viruses created!!! So, they should not deny Blacks reparations any longer. They should ratify
AARS immediately!!!! Oh, the two phrases below are factors we include to calculate damages!!!!!
The two Profound Phrases are, “The World’s Economy and America were Built on the Backs of
Black Slaves” & “Suppressed Emotional Trauma is causing Blacks to Develop Mental Disorders”
21. In AARS we demand the government to grant (40), 40 mi2 of land grants, for 40 million Blacks,
symbolic to 40 acres and a mule. 10M of 50M Blacks may want to stay integrated. Manhattan is
33.77 mi2 with 1.63M people, so 40 mi2 areas are good, for 40 U.S. Black reparations land grants.
22. Improving Integration & the AARS Congress: ⃰ The AAIU will form the AARS Congress
to implement the AARS Plan, and follow (1) through (7) the next time a Black person is unjustly
killed by the police, or to start the Reparations Movement. The AARS Congress will (1) initiate a
5-year national movement against police killings and for reparations; (2) initiate a 5-year-national
dialogue on racism, corruption, and police terrorism; (3) initiate 5-year-case studies to identify
systematic problems, to produce solutions in all institutions, and in society; (4) initiate 5-year-case
studies to improve interaction with and performance of all companies, institutions, and systems
which Blacks depend on for socialization, learning & survival; (5) initiate 5-year-long boycotting
against companies who disrespect Blacks; (6) do mass buying from companies who respect Blacks;
and (7) transferring 75% of our assets from all other banks to the operating Black Banks. These 7
Power Moves will be very effective, if done nationally and simultaneously, to get instant respect!
23. ⃰ ⃰ Everyone in the U.S. should endorse AARS for Black reparations, because it includes studies
to produce positive changes in all businesses, companies, entities, institutions, and systems in
society, therefore AARS benefits Blacks, and everyone else in America!
24. When Blacks get their own land to build their own cities; they can establish their own books,
customs, and holidays to observe like Building Bridges over Troubled Waters, Rites of Passage,
and Kwanzaa; and other programs we need to repair damage; celebrate black awards, triumphs,
and contributions; honor our heroes and sheroes; and offers guidance and stability for the masses.
25. Rev. Tom B. Watson: He has dedicated more than 25 years to community involvement, and
is a former superintendent of the Milne's Boys Home. He is "Calling the Black Family to Order"
as it pertains to Blacks globally. Black men must start standing up for themselves, and their race.
Let us promote AARS as a source for satisfaction and justice for Blacks, and as a healing source
for all nations and races, with the business model, providing great relief for culprits and victims.

